
A MODEST REBUKE 
"BUT THE FRUIT OF THE SPIRIT IS LOVE,  JOY,  PEACE,  FORBEARANCE,  KINDNESS,
GOODNESS,  FAITHFULNESS,  GENTLENESS AND SELF-CONTROL.  AGAINST SUCH THINGS

THERE IS NO LAW." -- GALATIANS 5:22-23 NIV

hat I am suggesting to the group as an elaborate rebuke of  Mrs.
Purdom – is someone sees this link and chips in for her Col 2:8

conviction, I am guessing she’s a medium with her photos.  Yes I am going
to say this is found on Amazon.com  – get your minds out of the gutter. SHE’S
BEEN USING ACADEMIA AS HER TOILET AND PISSING ON REAL RESEARCHERS

FOR MANY YEARS.  This is an update that I saw of Ken Ham using public
schools as a urinal cake.   This photo was provided by CreationWiki.org
as I am updating this information for those who are more than interested
– as she will  be doing a piece for  WritersCafe.org with the video and
photos combined.

W

Looking  at  her  photo  –  it’s  a
guess she’s about 130 lbs and 5’6.  So
you would  have  to  do  a  little  educated
guessing to pull this off; and consider it a
last gift to Stephen Hawking.   This is a
suggestion  for  her  based  upon  the
Amplified  Classic  Edition.   As  this
nasty little illustration shows; as what
I  am  suggesting  with  each  thing  to
have each person in ear shot – get it
as  a donation to shut up her up.   I
swear  this  illustration  looks  like
something  from  that  nasty  little  19th

century pervert Marquis De Sade.    The
other is getting layers upon layers of
this.

The theory Hawking had about
the origins  is  known as Hard Drive
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https://www.amazon.com/Sheface-Adults-Spandex-Bodysuit-Costume/dp/B0787WWQ25
http://www.writerscafe.org/
https://www.skeptic.com/eskeptic/05-10-28/
https://www.skeptic.com/eskeptic/05-10-28/
https://www.skeptic.com/eskeptic/05-10-28/
http://creationwiki.org/Georgia_Purdom
http://www.awkwardmomentsbible.com/silence/
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Colossians+2%3A8&version=AMPC
https://plus.google.com/u/0/+KenHam/posts/3MZvjjyaqRf?cfem=1
https://www.amazon.com/zentai-mummy/s?ie=UTF8&page=1&rh=i%3Aaps%2Ck%3Azentai%20mummy
https://evolutionnews.org/2013/02/for_answers_in_/


Theory as Creation Today was paying their last disrespects. You can see
my pinterest for all my fact checking– one will be surprise how many pins
I have.  AS SOME COULD see my prank I PULLED ON THE CHURCH SHE WAS

SPEAKING AT.  
I  have the two mailing addresses for Answers in Genesis; this item

make  sure  she’s  got  an  open  face  hood.   As  she’ll  be  watching
documentaries of science about The Tully Monster and Megladon. One
has one like this who is really in no spot to really weigh in on a genius as
Hawking.  The responses I get for Lake Fossil are very similar to this as I
am sharing from  Horace Gilgamesh’s blog – he did a like of one of my
tweets where I pulled Drink your own piss and eat your own dung to my
classmate. Then one asked why those who have a mental health history
has a questioning approach to sincere faith – well take a look here as some
would see the disturbing treatments they did.

There are only two men of God and men of philosophical  thought
who are able to hold their own with Hawking:  Hugh Ross and Pastor Bob
Beeman.   Pastor Bob Beeman had been in the radar of the piss-drinker
known  as  “Pastor”  Steven  Anderson – yes  that  same  inbred  fifth  grade
dropout.  So what I am planning is I am asking everyone to chip in with
the ideas and outline her 40 minute student video like atmosphere. I will
show  the  pin  on  my  pinterest   --  where  my  second  namesake  project
contributor  illustrated  Col  2:8  looks  like.   One  of  the  this  particular  pin
Philosophy based website twitters did a like.

These are the addresses so one can send these;  this is more or less an
elaborate prank on par to posting the link to the monkey giving the finger.
It  might  not  understand  The  Bible,  but  it  sure  understands  Greek
Philosophy. She famously blocked my facebook profile and my author
page,  calling  herself  a  researcher  is  a  mockery  to  what  Issue  Five
collectively  are.  I  will  say this  of  them as  each one became extremely
formidable in this sense. Issue 10 – the personal journalism were myself
and the closer. And those who want to really fire at this abomination send him
Issue Five as we’re all revealing our masks.  

The book  I Fired God – she sounds like an Issue Five holdout, she
swears as hard as both me in Five and the closer in ten.  Don’t say I warn
you she really swears at God in this.   THE PATTERN OF DIAGNOSIS had a
nasty barrage of profanity in the piece too.  Her escape was when I saw
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https://www.overdrive.com/media/1056595/i-fired-god
http://thebp.site/68266
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3527999/A-bit-privacy-Angry-monkey-gives-middle-finger-photographed-morning-bath.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3527999/A-bit-privacy-Angry-monkey-gives-middle-finger-photographed-morning-bath.html
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/160440805460048643/
https://www.facebook.com/pastorstevenanderson/
http://www.cvltnation.com/horrifying-psychiatric-treatments-from-the-age-of-reason/
http://nobeliefs.com/DarkBible/darkbible4.htm
http://www.awkwardmomentsbible.com/project/first-fan-mail-no-true-christian/
https://answersingenesis.org/worldview/stephen-hawking-1942-2018/
https://www.facebook.com/FlorenceBaptistChurchAtMtZion/posts/1615834175130555
https://www.pinterest.com/nickpacione/fact-checking/


Ghosts in the Tornado invade the U.K.  
She even portrayed herself with my hallmark as I wonder if she read

An Eye In Shadows in this era. Oh if one asked about the background,
click on  Yahoo News.  A philosophy student weighed in on what Ray
Comfort did as I commented on a piece known as Ponder.   

She’s giving a gift with her left hand; in the Arab world – Zahid from
Issue  Five  would  call  this  one  a  dirty  hand.   What  I  am pulling on Mrs.
Georgia Purdom rivals what I did rebuking more than one of my own classmates
who were from Marquardt who attended Glenbard East.  If one wants to know
about the Riplinger reference – follow this link.  Yes this will imply some
pretty nasty insults too; as being Italian you pick up on some of them.  

Some don’t even want to admit that The Bible has some nasty bits too;
The Living Bible version as someone calling Christ a bastard.  I used this
verse to troll Steven Anderson and his congregation when I asked him if
he forces them to drink the kool-aid. 

 This one – easy could be The Babylon Bee fodder as they already took barbs
at Ken Ham.  My counterpart is an Ordained Catholic Priest!  If one’s been
around my roster long enough our collective humor is similar to that of a
Nine Inch Nails video.  

When you see a King James Onlyist saying I will pray for you – point
out that they’re really saying  this. It’s a dismissal retort.  This has to be
done in a systematic way and not a very easy thing to pull off it’s on par
to going at it with Organization for transformative Works and Archive of
our Own.  I  have worked with the owner of Atheist Tales when I did
Tabloid Purposes IV and Book Five; and he noted I was able to hold my
own with him.  This one is mocking Dave and his extensive research,  he’s
on par to a social studies teacher I had in seventh grade.  I am also getting
information  for  the  Author  of  Church  Games to  come  up  with  an
extremely provocative short form inspired by the research of the Issue
Five roster.  

I  suggested the short  from what I  did on Anointed Writers  Group
discussing all my findings about the pdfs that became King James Only
Examined.  Then I am going to enclose one of the articles from that church
she’s  speaking  at.   Journalism  combined  with  young  earth  creation
“science” is a form of  gerbilism.  What gave The Pattern Of Diagnosis it’s
multiple  frightening  ironic  echoes  are  the  soundtrack  contrasts.   This
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https://www.aim.org/on-target-blog/gerbilists-in-the-national-press-corps/
http://florencebaptist.org/3124-2/
https://www.facebook.com/booksforyoursoul/photos/a.374685312987618.1073741828.373716816417801/374863219636494/?type=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1OGXj0ln0eo
http://babylonbee.com/news/top-prosperity-theologians-puzzled-death-jan-crouch/
http://www.writerscafe.org/writing/UncleFossil/1468566/
http://www.writerscafe.org/writing/rjowles/1269771/#comments
https://www.boredpanda.com/cultural-torture-comics-things-in-squares-cale/
https://www.wattpad.com/255709571-ponder-did-god-create-the-universe-intelligent/comment/3571610328/replies/2519206967
https://evolutionnews.org/2013/02/for_answers_in_/


piece is often paired up with Leper’s first album.  The files one’s going to
look for are uploaded in  March 2018 from me.  The author of Church
Games will be seen as  a target by The King James Only Faithful er the
piss-drinkers.  She didn’t like my retort as I suggested she’s better off getting
famous for writing Harry Potter Fan-fiction.  As one can see where young earth
creationists engage in journalism one has to explain to them that what they’re
doing is just bad journalism. 

HERE’S WHAT CREATION TODAY – MARY JO RELATES  :

“Have  you  ever  watched  a  pendulum  swing?  AS A CHILD,  I  FOUND IT

MESMERIZING. The old grandfather clock in my friend’s living room kept perfect
time, swinging first to the left and then back to the right with a gentle “ tick-tock,
tick-tock” while the seconds, minutes, and hours marched unrelentingly into the
future, turning it into the present. To this day, I am still fascinated by the phenomenon
of time and the swinging of pendulums.” 

he doesn’t understand science … at all…  I
wonder  what  she’d  make  of  Reverend

Beast’s  controversial  “The  Earth  Is  6000  Years
Old” barb as this gave Lake Fossil some nasty
venom.  She can preach Ephesians until  she’s
blue in the face. 

S

What really torqued her is she realizes she
got the middle finger gesture from a Japanese
Snow  Monkey.  Or  even  funnier  some  other
primate  who also  gave  the  gesture;  my fellow
heretics  that’s  our  missing  link  the  common
communication of the extended middle digit.  I  am
suggesting  some of  you  get  on  YouTube  and
address Mrs. Purdom – don’t address her as a doctor.  

One of you do a document put the jpgs into the video of the written
aspects explaining what her being called on the rug will consist of.   Then
have her upload her video up to Vimeo and have everyone download the thing for
free.  Then with the stills tag Andersnake as I will show you the link why.
GET THIS, HE THINKS I AM A DAMNED ATHEIST TOO AND HE EVEN SHOWS ME

THE FINGER TO BOOT!   Some of you should really have a look at all the
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https://www.facebook.com/jon.kragen.98/posts/143789019785202
http://creationtoday.org/a-christian-response-to-the-death-of-an-atheist/
https://archiveofourown.org/works?utf8=%E2%9C%93&work_search%5Bsort_column%5D=revised_at&work_search%5Brating_ids%5D%5B%5D=11&work_search%5Bwarning_ids%5D%5B%5D=16&work_search%5Bcategory_ids%5D%5B%5D=21&work_search%5Bfandom_ids%5D%5B%5D=164274&work_search%5Bother_tag_names%5D=&work_search%5Bquery%5D=&work_search%5Blanguage_id%5D=1&work_search%5Bcomplete%5D=0&work_search%5Bcomplete%5D=1&commit=Sort+and+Filter&tag_id=Pundit+*a*+Broadcast+Journalist+RPF+(US)
https://www.gotquestions.org/single-mothers.html
https://www.facebook.com/groups/AnointedWriterSpotlight/files/
https://wp.me/p5l6yK-cc


photos shared by others where they tag his page – the Cthulhu tag, well
that was my doing.  You should see what I did on this page as my author
page; and yes she’s interacting too.  Talk about insane.  Then suggest to
Purdom  to  do  about  27  photos  where  she’s  in  an  open  face  cocoon
watching science documentaries such as this. 

 What  I  pitched  to  the  journalist  via  linkedin,  is  having  her  move  into
WritersCafe.org and do her piece there with the photos as I am trying to convince
a long time contact to try and do.  She’s laughing and saying “hell no” but I
told this is for the sake of research – suggesting she goes through an MRI
like that. This will be a tossup who’d be the takers to do something based
upon  our  research  within  Issue  Five  of  the  literary  journal.   This  is
something  where  it  will  take  a  lot  of  research;  as  some  places  when
paying don’t take AmEx. 

WHERE TO SEND THE LITTLE RIPLINGER HER PENANCE 

ANSWERS IN GENESIS
ATTN: MRS. GEORGIA PURDOM 
PO BOX 510
HEBRON, KY 41048

MRS. GEORGIA PURDOM 
ANSWERS IN GENESIS
2800 BULLITTSBURG CHURCH RD.
PETERSBURG, KY 41080
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https://uploads.disquscdn.com/images/a6450c8f55ad6214f6a388096ffefab497a03592439840d5a66a7aefeccd0040.jpg
https://www.facebook.com/JennyMilkowskiTV/posts/1940964049547693

